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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

�[0001] The present invention relates to a system for
drilling wellbores and more particularly to drill strings that
include a bottomhole assembly that has a force applica-
tion system that continuously or almost- �continuously ap-
plies force on the drill bit to provide for continuous drilling
and further has at least one housing or collar, which re-
mains stationary with respect to the wellbore inside dur-
ing the continuous drilling process. A set of sensors
whose measurements are sensitive to the axial move-
ment of the bottomhole assembly are integrated into the
collar, which sensors take measurements while the collar
is stationary while the drilling is continuing. This invention
also relates to a downhole thruster system that includes
an integrated steering system for drilling the wellbore
along a prescribed trajectory.

2. Description of the Related Art

�[0002] Wellbores are drilled in subsurface formations
to recover oil and gas. Drilling is usually performed by a
drilling assembly (also referred to as the "bottomhole as-
sembly" or "BHA") conveyed into the wellbore by a tubing,
usually a coiled tubing or a jointed pipe tubing. The BHA
contains a drill bit at the bottom end of the BHA. The drill
bit is rotated by a mud motor in the BHA and/or by rotating
the drill pipe from the surface. For effective penetration
of the drill bit into the formation, weight on bit ("WOB")
must be maintained within an acceptable range. Exces-
sive WOB can cause the drill bit to become wedged in
the wellbore bottom or damage the mud motor and other
BHA components, while relatively small WOB can reduce
the drilling rate or the rate of penetration ("ROP") to a
level which impairs drilling effectiveness.
�[0003] A thruster in the drill string (usually a part of the
BHA) is sometimes used to apply force on the drill bit and
to maintain and control the desired WOB. Such thrusters
usually are hydraulically-�operated. A thruster usually has
a housing connected to the drill pipe and a mandrel or
piston connected to the lower part of the BHA. The hy-
draulic pressure generated in the BHA is applied to the
piston, which moves the piston axially (i.e. along the well-
bore axis) thereby applying force and thus WOB on the
drill bit during the drilling process.
�[0004] There are basically two methods utilized for
drilling with the hydraulic axial force generated by a
thruster: The first case is when the drill pipe above the
thruster can be continuously lowered, i.e., moved into
the wellbore. If the axial stick slip motion of the drill pipe
does not exceed the available travel distance of the pis-
ton, then the drill pipe is continuously lowered. The rate
of lowering the drill pipe must, however, be the same as
the rate of penetration of the drill bit into the rock forma-

tion. The second case is when the stick slip motion is
such that it intermittently causes the thruster to fully ex-
tend and then collapse, then the so-�called "stepwise"
process is more appropriate. During the stepwise proc-
ess each time after the piston has been fully, it shifted
into the initial or the collapsed position lowering of the
drill pipe. The thruster piston is continuously extended to
drill the wellbore until the piston is fully extended. The
drill string is then lowered by the travel distance of the
piston and the process is repeated. This method can be
aided by stopping and starting the pumps or at least low-
ering the drilling fluid flow rate and subsequently resum-
ing the rate to the normal level. The stepwise process
allows drilling under different stick slip conditions but has
the disadvantage of changes of the feeding rate of the
drill pipe and also, potentially, changes of the flow rate.
�[0005] In order to further reduce the stick slip effects
on the drilling assembly, to eliminate the reactive force
on the drill pipe, and to dynamically uncouple the drill
string from the BHA, the thruster can be combined with
a locking device that connects the upper part of the thrust-
er to the drill pipe. The same stepwise process for moving
or lowering the drill pipe would be applied with the addi-
tional locking and unlocking of the thruster top-�end or
with the drill pipe positioned on top of the thruster to the
borehole wall. Stopping and starting the pumps provides
the additional advantage of applying only the axial force
to the drill bit which is needed to axially move the drill
pipe without the need to apply the incrementally larger
force to create the WOB.
�[0006] It is desirable to have thruster systems which
can continuously apply force on the drill bit and carry out
downhole measurements. International Application No.
WO 99/09290 describes a drill string with a thruster sys-
tem for drilling wellbores. Such a system, however, does
not allow for continuous drilling of the wellbore. Interna-
tional Patent Application No. WO 97/08418 describes a
drill string which includes two serially coupled thrusters
which cooperate with each other to substantially contin-
uously apply force on the drill bit but does not provide
the desired downhole sensors. A similar thruster, com-
prising the features specified in the preamble of claim 1,
is disclosed in US 4 463 814 A. The trend in the oil drilling
industry has been to incorporate a variety of sensors in
the drilling assembly to take a variety of measurements-
while-�drilling the wellbore. Such sensors are usually re-
ferred to as measurement-�while-�drilling or ("MWD") de-
vices. Logging devices, such as formation resistivity sen-
sors, acoustic sensors, etc., are sometimes referred to
as the logging-�while-�drilling or ("LWD") sensors. For the
purpose of this invention, the terms MWD and LWD are
used interchangeably.
�[0007] It is known that some of the MWD measure-
ments are relatively sensitive to motion, i.e., it is either
preferable or necessary to make such measurements
while such sensors are not moving in the wellbore. For
the purpose of this invention, such measurements are
referred to as the motion sensitive measurements. Ad-
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ditionally, it is preferable to have a continuous motion drill
string that can be steered downhole so as to drill the
wellbore along a preselected or desired well path. Such
a steering system may be a closed loop system based
on a preprogrammed well trajectory or wherein the drilling
course is adjusted by sending commands from the sur-
face. The present invention provides a drilling system
wherein a thruster system continuously or near continu-
ously applies force on the drill bit while allowing the mo-
tion sensitive sensors to make stationary measurements.
The present invention further incorporates a steering de-
vice for automatically maintaining the drilling along a pre-
scribed well path.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

�[0008] The prevent invention provides continuous or
near continuous motion drill strings which include motion
sensitive and other MWD sensors which take stationary
measurements while the drilling assembly is continuing
to drill the wellbore. For simultaneous continuous drilling
and stationary measurements, the present invention pro-
vides a drilling assembly wherein a force application sys-
tem almost-�continuously applies force on the drill bit while
maintaining a housing or drill collar section stationary.
Motion sensitive sensors carried by the drill collar take
stationary measurements. A steering device between the
drill bit and the force application system maintains drilling
of the wellbore along a prescribed well path.
�[0009] To drill a wellbore, the drilling assembly of the
present invention is conveyed by a tubing into the well-
bore from a surface location. The drilling assembly, in
one embodiment, includes two serially coupled thrusters,
each having a housing that can be locked on to the well-
bore and a force application member that can be moved
from a first retracted position to a second extended po-
sition. The housing of the first force application device is
locked in the wellbore. The force application member
moves from the retracted position to the extended posi-
tion applying force on the drill bit, which causes the drill
bit to penetrate the formation. The force application mem-
ber continues the application of the force until it is fully
extended. The second force application device is then
locked onto the wellbore and the first force application
device unlocked from the wellbore. The second force ap-
plication device applies pressure on the first force appli-
cation member, causing it to move to its retracted posi-
tion. After the first force application member has moved
to its retracted or collapsed position, it is again locked to
the borehole wall and the second force application is un-
locked from the borehole. Either by continuously lowering
of the drill pipe or through a stepwise lowering of the
second force application member, the first force applica-
tion member is then moved into its retracted position.
The above process is repeated to continue the drilling
process. The force applied on the drill bit by the first force
application device may be constant and continuous.
�[0010] In an alternative embodiment, a single contin-

uous motion traction device is utilized to continuously
apply force on the drill bit. A housing above or uphole of
the continuous motion traction device remains stationary
with respect to the wellbore for a predetermined travel of
the traction device. In each of the drilling assemblies ac-
cording to the present invention, at least one housing or
drill collar remains stationary relative to the wellbore,
while drilling continues. One or more motion sensitive
sensors are provided on one or more of the housings of
the force application system. Such sensors take meas-
urements when the housing carrying such sensors is sta-
tionary. The present invention preferably integrates such
sensors into the housings. Such sensors include a nu-
clear magnetic resonance sensor which is particularly
susceptible to movement. The stationary housing can
provide a stable platform for such sensors. Other sensors
that can be integrated include a direction measuring sen-
sor or directional sensor system, which would include at
least one or more accelerometers and at least one gyro-
scope or a magnetometer. The combination of the meas-
urements from the accelerometers and the gyroscopes
or the magnetometers provide full directional measure-
ment capability. Preferably three axis accelerometers are
used in the directional sensor of the present invention.
An acoustic sensor system may be incorporated in one
of the housings. Such a sensor system would include at
least one transmitter and one or more acoustic detectors
spaced apart from the transmitter. Acoustic sensors pro-
vide porosity measurements and bed bound any infor-
mation. A nuclear sensor may be incorporated into a
housing of the present system to determine the density
and the nuclear porosity of the formation surrounding the
wellbore. A formation testing device usually requires ex-
tracting a fluid sample from the formation which requires
the tool to remain stationary. In the present invention, a
formation testing device is included in one of the hous-
ings. The above described sensors tend to be particularly
sensitive to the axial movement of the sensor. However,
other sensors, such as a pressure sensor may be used
to determine the reservoir pressure. Stabilizers may be
incorporated in the housings to reduce the vibration of
the housings, thereby providing more stable platform for
the motion sensitive sensors.
�[0011] Thus, the present invention provides a drilling
assembly that continuously exerts force on the drill bit to
cause the drill bit to continuously drill the well while mak-
ing selected measurements in a stationary mode. A va-
riety of other sensors may also be incorporated into the
housings and/or in other sections of the drilling assembly.
�[0012] The continuous motion drilling assembly of the
present invention, in one embodiment, also includes a
steering device, preferably below or downhole of any
thruster in the drilling assembly. Such a steering device
includes one or more independently adjustable force ap-
plication members or ribs. Each such member extends
outward from the drilling assembly to apply selected
amount of force on the wellbore wall. A control unit con-
trols the applied force to maintain the drilling assembly
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along a presented or predetermined well trajectory or
path.
�[0013] Each embodiment of the drilling assembly of
the present invention preferably includes a processor (al-
so referred to as the "control unit" or a "processing unit")
that includes one or more microprocessor- �based circuits
to process measurements made by the sensors in the
drilling assembly at least in part, downhole during drilling
of the wellbore. The processed signals or the computed
results are transmitted to the surface by a telemetry unit
in the drilling assembly. The desired downhole trajectory
may be programmed into a memory of the processor.
The processor then controls the force applied by the force
application members to steer the drilling assembly along
the prescribed well path. The processor also controls the
operation of the sensors and other devices in the drilling
assembly.
�[0014] Examples of the more important features of the
invention thus have been summarized rather broadly in
order that the detailed description thereof that follows
may be better understood, and in order that the contri-
butions to the art may be appreciated. There are, of
course, additional features of the invention that will be
described hereinafter and which will form the subject of
the claims appended hereto.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

�[0015] For detailed understanding of the present in-
vention, references should be made to the following de-
tailed description of the preferred embodiment, taken in
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which
like elements have been given like numerals and where-
in:�

Figure 1 show a schematic diagram of a drill string
having a drilling assembly with two force application
devices that alternately apply substantially constant
force on the drill a plurality of motion sensitive sen-
sors carried by the force application devices that pro-
vide measurements while a force application device
not applying force on the drill bit.
Figures 1A-�1D shows functional block diagrams of
selected motion sensitive sensors for use in the drill-
ing assemblies made according to the presented in-
vention.
Figures 2A-�2D depict sequence of operation during
one cycle of the operation of the force application
members of the drilling assembly of Figure 1.
Figure 3 shows an exemplary block functional dia-
gram of a processor for processing measurement
signals from the sensor in the drilling assemblies
made according to the present invention.
Figure 4 shows an embodiment of a drilling assem-
bly having a single force application member for con-
tinuously applying substantially constant force on the
drill bit.
Figure 5 shows an embodiment of a drilling assem-

bly that includes a single force application device for
continuously applying force on the drill bit and a drill
collar carrying one or more motion sensitive sensors
which remain stationary while the drill bit penetrates
a preselected distance into the formation.
Figure 6 is shows a drilling system that utilizes the
drilling assemblies of Figure 1-5 for drilling well-
bores.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

�[0016] The present invention provides drill strings for
drilling wellbores that include a drilling assembly (also
referred herein as the bottom hole assembly or "BHA")
at its bottom end. The BHA includes a drilling motor that
rotates a drill bit and a force application system that con-
tinuously or substantially continuously applies force on
the drill bit to provide substantially continuous drilling of
the wellbore. The reactive force from drilling is directed
into the borehole at a location above or uphole of the
BHA instead of the drill pipe. The force application system
includes at least one housing or drill collar that remains
stationary relative to the wellbore at least periodically
while the drilling assembly is penetrating the formation,
i.e. moving downhole. One or more motion sensitive sen-
sors carried by one or more housings provide measure-
ment data or signals indicative of one or more downhole
parameters when the housing is stationary and the drill-
ing assembly is moving in the wellbore. The one or more
sensors preferably are those whose measurements tend
to provide more accurate results when such sensors are
stationary compared to when such sensors are moving.
Such sensors are referred herein as the "motion sensitive
sensors." In a preferred embodiment, a steering device
disposed in the drilling assembly near the drill bit can
maintain the drilling assembly along a prescribed or pre-
determined well path. The drilling assembly includes one
or more processors that control the operation of the sen-
sors and the steering device downhole and process sen-
sor data, at least partially.
�[0017] Figure 1 show a schematic diagram of one em-
bodiment of a drill string 100 according to the present
invention which includes a drilling assembly 110 that con-
tains (i) force application system that includes two force
application devices 140 and 150 in series that alternately
operate to provide continuous or substantially continuous
drilling of the wellbore and maintain at least one housing
stationary relative to the wellbore while the drilling is con-
tinuing, and (ii) a plurality of motion sensitive sensors
carried by the housings of the force application devices
to provide measurements while such housings are sta-
tionary.
�[0018] The drilling assembly 110 is attached to a drill
pipe 105 at bottom end 106 of the drill pipe by a suitable
connector 107. The drill pipe 105 is made by joining solid
pipe sections, usually 30-40 feet long, at the rig site or
surface. A coupling or swivel 108 between the drill pipe
105 and the drilling assembly 110 selectively allows the
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rotating drill pipe 105 to engage with or disengage from
the drilling assembly 110. This allows the drilling assem-
bly 110 to be non- �rotational while allowing the drill pipe
to be rotated from the surface to reduce friction losses.
In the engaged mode, the drilling assembly 110 rotates
when the drill pipe 105 rotates and in the disengaged
mode, the rotation of the drill pipe 122 does not rotate
the drilling assembly 110.
�[0019] The drilling assembly 110 carries a drill bit 112
at its bottom end. A drilling motor 116 disposed above or
uphole of the drill bit 112 rotates the drill bit 112. The
drilling motor 116 is preferably a positive displacement
motor that operates when a fluid 122 (such as the drilling
fluid or "mud") is supplied under pressure from a surface
location to the drill pipe 105. Such motors are also re-
ferred to in the art as "mud motors." A mud motor usually
includes a power section 116a and a bearing assembly
section 116b. The power section 116a includes a rotor
117 that is rotatably disposed in a stator 118. When the
drilling fluid 122 is supplied to the drilling motor 116 under
pressure from the surface or the well site, the rotor 117
rotates in the stator 118. The rotor 117 rotates a hollow
shaft 119 whose bottom end is fixedly connected to the
drill bit 112, thereby rotating the drill bit 112. The shaft
119 extends through the bearing assembly section 116b.
The bearing assembly section 116a includes radial and
axial bearings (not shown) which respectively provide
lateral and axial stability to the drill shaft 119 during drill-
ing of the wellbore. Drilling motors are in common use in
the oil and gas industry and are, thus, not described here-
in in detail. Any suitable drilling motor, whether a mud
motor or a turbine or any other kind may be utilized in
the drilling assembly 110 of the present invention.
�[0020] Still referring to Figure 1, the drilling assembly
110 includes a lower or the first force application device
140 (also referred to herein as the "lower thruster" or the
"first thruster") and an upper or second force application
device 150 (also referred to herein as the "upper thruster"
or the "second thruster"). The upper thruster 150 is dis-
posed above or uphole of the lower thruster 140. The
lower thruster 140 includes a housing 142 (also referred
to as a drill collar or drill collar portion) wherein a force
application member 144 reciprocates in the thruster 140
between a first (also referred to as the initial or the re-
tracted position) and a second (also referred to as the
extended) position. The force application member 144
may be a piston that reciprocates in a piston chamber in
the thruster 140 upon the supply of a fluid under pressure
to the chamber. A number of mechanical thrusters for
supplying axial force have been utilized in drilling appli-
cations. United States Patent Application Serial Number
09/271,947, filed on March 18, 1999 discloses a hydrau-
lically- �operated mechanical thruster that can apply con-
stant or variable force on to the drill. United States Ap-
plication serial No. 09/271,947, directed to a thruster sys-
tem, assigned to the assignee of this application, is in-
corporated herein by reference. The thrusters disclosed
in this application or any other mechanical thruster may

be utilized in the drilling assembly 110 as the lower thrust-
er 140.
�[0021] A locking device 146 is disposed on the periph-
ery of the thruster housing 142. The locking device 146
may be an expandable packer or a mechanical anchor
or any other suitable device that can be extended radially
outward from the thruster housing 142 to lock the thruster
housing 142 onto the wellbore inside and retracted to
unlock or detach the thruster housing 142 from the well-
bore inside. A hydraulically-�operated device, such as a
packer, is the preferred locking device in the drilling as-
sembly 110. When the lower thruster 140 is locked in
position and a fluid under pressure is supplied to the
thruster, the force application member 144 starts to ex-
tend axially downward or in the downhole direction, i.e.,
it starts to move toward the drill bit 112, thereby exerting
force on the drill bit 112. The thruster 140 may be con-
figured to apply a constant or a variable amount of force
on the drill bit 112 during drilling of the wellbore.
�[0022] The upper thruster 150 has a body or housing
152 and a second force application member 154. A sec-
ond locking device 156 is provided on the upper thruster
150 which can releasably lock the upper thruster housing
152 in the wellbore. When the upper thruster housing
152 is locked onto the wellbore and pressure is applied
on the force application member 154, it starts to move
downward, exerting pressure on the lower thruster 140,
which causes the force application member 144 of the
lower thruster to collapse or retract to its initial position.
The upper thruster 150 may be the same type as the
lower thruster 140 or it may be any other type of force
application device that is adapted to exert pressure on
the lower thruster to cause the force application member
144 of lower thruster 140 to move from its extended po-
sition to its retracted position downhole.
�[0023] The drilling assembly 110 further may include
one or more independently adjustable stabilizers, such
as stabilizers 120a and 120b, near the drill bit 112 for
maintaining and/or changing the drilling direction. These
stabilizers preferably include a plurality of radially extend-
able members (also referred to herein as "ribs"), each
such member being adapted to independently exert force
on the wellbore. Preferably, the lower stabilizer 120a is
arranged around the drilling motor section 116 near the
drill bit 112 and spaced apart from the upper stabilizer
120b which is disposed near the upper end of the drilling
motor section 116. These stabilizers also provide lateral
support and stability to the drilling assembly 110, which
reduces the vibration effects during drilling of the well-
bore. Each adjustable member 120a’ and 120b’  is inde-
pendently controlled by the downhole controller 132.
Such force application members are preferably hydrau-
lically- �operated, but may be operated by electric motors
or electro-�mechanical devices. The desired wellbore tra-
jectory may be stored in downhole memory. The control-
ler 132 adjusts the force applied by the force application
members 120a’ and 120b’  so that drilling direction is
maintained along the prescribed or predetermined well
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trajectory or path.
�[0024] Still referring to Figure 1, the drilling assembly
110 includes a number of sensors and devices which aid
the drilling operation and provide information about the
subsurface formations. The drilling assembly 110 may
include any number of sensors to provide measurements
about the drilling direction and the location or depth of
the drill bit 112 or the drilling assembly relative to a known
location, such as a surface location or true north. Such
sensors may include inclinometer, accelerometers, mag-
netometers and gyroscopic devices. Nuclear sensors,
such as gamma ray devices, may also be utilized. In Fig-
ure 1, some of such sensors are denoted by numeral
124 and are shown disposed in the mud motor 116. A
variety of position and direction sensors are known and
are commercially utilized in the oil and gas industry and
are thus not described in detail here.
�[0025] The drilling assembly 110 includes a number of
formation evaluation sensors for providing information
about the various characteristics of the formation, direc-
tional sensors for providing information about the drilling
direction, formation testing sensors for providing infor-
mation about the characteristics of the reservoir fluid and
for evaluating the reservoir conditions. The formation
evaluation sensors may include resistivity sensors for de-
termining the formation resistivity, dielectric constant and
the presence or absence of hydrocarbons, acoustic sen-
sors for determining the acoustic porosity of the formation
and the bed boundary in formation, nuclear sensors for
determining the formation density, nuclear porosity and
certain rock characteristics, nuclear magnetic resonance
sensors for determining the porosity and other petrophys-
ical characteristics of the formation. The direction and
position sensors preferably include a combination of one
or more accelerometers and one or more gyroscopes or
magnetometers. The accelerometers preferably provide
measurements along three axes. The formation testing
sensors provide a device for collecting formation fluid
samples while drilling of the wellbore is continuing and
determines the properties of the formation fluid, which
include physical properties and chemical properties.
Pressure measurements of the formation provide infor-
mation about the reservoir characteristics.
�[0026] It is known that some of the above described
sensors are sensitive to motion, i.e., such sensors pro-
vide more accurate information about the intended pa-
rameters if the measurements are made when the sensor
is stationary compared to when the sensor is moving in
the wellbore. In the prior art methods such sensors either
take measurements while the drilling assembly is in mo-
tion or the drilling is temporarily stopped to make the
measurements. In the present invention the motion sen-
sitive sensors are preferably placed in the housings 142
and 152 of the force application devices 140 and 150,
respectively. These sensors are activated when the
housing carrying such sensors is stationary relative to
the wellbore. Nuclear magnetic resonance sensors can
be greatly affected by motion. Nuclear sensors and

acoustic sensor measurements also are affected by mo-
tion. It is also preferred that gyroscopic measurement be
made when the tool is stationary. Formation testing sen-
sors can not be used in motion as fluid samples must be
withdrawn from the formation by placing a probe against
the wellbore wall for a period of time. In the present in-
vention, one or more of the motion sensitive sensors are
carried by the sections of the drilling assembly 110 that
will remain stationary for a period of time while the drilling
is continuing. In the embodiment of Figure 1, such sen-
sors may be placed in one or both of the housings 142
and 152. Some of such sensors, however may be placed
in other sections of the drilling assembly. They also may
be integrated in the mud motor 116.
�[0027] Still referring to Figure 1, the drilling assembly
110 is shown to include a nuclear magnetic resonance
("NMR") sensor 15 in the upper housing 152. Any suitable
NMR sensor may be utilized for the purpose of this in-
vention. Figure 1A shows a structure of an NMR sensor
15 that may be incorporated in the drilling assembly 110.
The NMR sensor 15 includes a magnet system 16 that
induces a static magnetic field and a region of investiga-
tion 18 in the formation. A radio frequency ("RF") antenna
17 produces radio frequency signals orthogonal to the
static magnetic field in the region of investigation 18. A
control circuit (not shown) processes the radio frequency
signals detected in response to the RF signals to deter-
mine a property of the formation.
�[0028] A nuclear sensor 20 is shown carried by the
upper housing 152. Referring to Figure 1B, the nuclear
sensor 20 includes a nuclear source 21 which generates
nuclear energy into the formation surrounding the drilling
assembly 110. A detector 22 detects the nuclear rays
from the formation responsive to nuclear energy gener-
ated by the nuclear source 21. A processor 24 processes
the detected rays to determine the nuclear porosity and
the density of the formation.
�[0029] An acoustic sensor 30 is shown carried by the
lower housing 142. It includes an acoustic transmitter T
that generates acoustic signals in the formation sur-
rounding the wellbore. One or more acoustic detectors
such as R1 and R2 placed spaced apart from the trans-
mitter T detect acoustic signals propagated through the
formation as well as signals reflected from reflection
points in the formation in response to the transmitted sig-
nals. A processor, such as processor 132 processes the
detected signals to determine a characteristic of the for-
mation, such as the acoustic velocity of the formation and
the bed boundary information.
�[0030] A formation tester 40 is shown carried by the
upper housing 152. Figure 1C, shows a functional block
diagram of an exemplary formation testing device that
includes a probe 41 for collecting formation fluid, which
passes through a chamber 42. One or more sensors,
such as sensor 43, provides in- �situ information about one
or more properties of the collected fluid. Such properties
may include a chemical property of the fluid, composition
of the collected fluid and/or a physical property of the
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collected fluid. A sample collection chamber 45 can be
used to collect the sample under formation conditions for
laboratory testing. A pressure sensor 46 in the probe or
at any other suitable location provides the pressure of
the formation.
�[0031] A direction measuring sensor 50 is shown car-
ried by the lower housing 142. Figure 1D shows a block
functional diagram of an exemplary directional sensor
50. It preferably includes a three component accelerom-
eter 51 which provides acceleration measurements
along the three axes (x, y, and z axes) and one or more
gyroscopes or magnetometers 52. The measurements
of the accelerometer and the gyroscope or the magne-
tometer are combined to determine the direction of the
drilling assembly.
�[0032] The drilling assembly 110 includes one or more
downhole controllers or processors, such a processor
132. The processor 132 can process signals from the
various sensors in the drilling assembly and also controls
their operation. It also can control devices , such as de-
vices 120a, 120b and 130. A separate processor may
be used for each sensor or device. Each sensor may also
have additional circuitry for its unique operations. The
downhole controller is used herein in the generic sense
for simplicity and ease of understanding and not as a
limitation because the use and operation of such control-
lers is known in the art. The controller 132 preferably
contains one or more microprocessors or micro-�control-
lers for processing signals and data and for performing
control functions, solid state memory units for storing pro-
grammed instructions, models (which may be interactive
models) and data, and other necessary control circuits.
The microprocessors control the operations of the vari-
ous sensors, provide communication among the down-
hole sensors and provide two-�way data and signal com-
munication between the drilling assembly 110 and the
surface equipment via a two-�way telemetry 134.
�[0033] Figure 3 shows an exemplary functional block
diagram 340 of the major elements of the bottom hole
assembly 110 of Figure 1 and further illustrates with ar-
rows the paths of cooperation between such elements.
It should be understood that Figure 3 illustrates only one
arrangement of certain elements and one system for co-
operation between such elements. Other equally effec-
tive arrangements may be utilized to practice the inven-
tion. A predetermined number of discrete data point out-
puts from the sensors 352 (S1-Sj) are stored within a
buffer which, in Figure 3, is included as a partitioned
portion of the memory capacity of a computer 350. The
computer 350 preferably comprises commercially avail-
able solid state devices which are applicable to the bore-
hole environment. Alternatively, the buffer storage can
comprise a separate memory element (not shown). The
interactive models are stored within memory 348. In ad-
dition, other reference data such as calibration compen-
sation models and predetermined drilling path also are
stored in the memory 348. A two way communication link
exists between the memory 348 and the computer 350.

The responses from sensors 352 are transmitted to the
computer 350 and or the surface computer 40 (see Fig-
ure 6) wherein they are transformed into parameters of
interest using known methods.
�[0034] The computer 350 also is operatively coupled
to certain downhole controllable devices d1 - dm, such
as thrusters 140 and 150, adjustable stabilizers 120a and
120b and kick- �off subassembly for geosteering and to a
flow control device for controlling the fluid flow through
the drill motor for controlling the drill bit rotational speed.
�[0035] The power sources 344 supply power to the
telemetry element 342, the computer 350, the memory
modules 346 and 348 and associated control circuits (not
shown), and the sensors 352 and associated control cir-
cuits (not shown). Information from the surface is trans-
mitted over the downlink telemetry path illustrated by the
broken line 329 to the downhole receiving element of
downhole telemetry unit 342, and then transmitted to the
storage device 348. Data from the downhole components
is transmitted uphold via link 327. In the present inven-
tion, the parameters of interest such as toolface, inclina-
tion and azimuth are preferably computed downhole and
only the answers are transmitted to the surface. The for-
mation evaluation measurements may be partially of fully
processed downhole and stored for later use or transmit-
ted to the surface.
�[0036] The operation of the drilling assembly of Figure
1 will now be described in reference to Figures 2A- �2D,
which depict the sequence of operation during one cycle
of operation of the force application system 140 and 150.
Figure 2A shows the drill string 100 extending from a
surface location 12 and terminating with the drill bit 112
at the bottom 11 of a wellbore 10. Drilling fluid 122 is
continuously supplied under pressure from a source
thereof (see Figure 6) at the surface 12 to the drilling
assembly 110 via the drill pipe 105. The drilling fluid 122
rotates the rotor 119 of the mud motor 116, which rotates
the drill bit 112.
�[0037] To drill the wellbore 10, the lower locking device
146 is set or expanded to lock the lower thruster 140 in
the wellbore 10 at location 10a (see Figure 2B). Pressure
is supplied to the thruster 140, which causes the force
application members 144 to move downward, thereby
exerting force on the drill bit 112. The drilling motor con-
tinuously rotates the drill bit 112 while the lower thruster
140 is exerting force on the drill bit 112. The lower thruster
140 may be configured to apply constant force on the
drill bit 112 regardless of the rate of penetration of the
drill bit 112 into the formation 10 or it may be configured
to apply variable force based on drilling factors. A sensor
149 may be provided in the thruster to determine the
travel distance of the force application member 146 and
the rate of penetration. Once the force application mem-
ber 144 has fully extended or extended by a desired dis-
tance (as determined by the sensor 149), as shown in
Figure 2B, the lower locking device 146 is retracted or
collapsed to release or unlock the lower thruster 140 from
the wellbore 10, while the upper locking device 156 is
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expanded to lock the upper thruster 150 in position. As
the upper thruster body is locked in the wellbore 10, the
force application member 154 of the upper thruster 150
starts to move downward, causing the lower thruster
body 142 to move toward the drill bit 112, thereby causing
the lower thruster’s force application member 144 to re-
turn to its initial or retracted position, as shown in Figure
2C. The lower locking device 146 is then engaged with
or locked onto the wellbore 10 and the upper locking de-
vice 156 is disengaged from the wellbore 10. The drill
pipe 105 is pushed downhole by the length of the stroke
or the travel distance of the lower force application mem-
ber 144, completing one cycle of operation of the thruster
140. The drilling is continued by repeating the process
described above. The drill pipe sections are added while
the drilling of the wellbore is in progress, since the drill
string 100 itself is not used to provide the desired WOB.
A coiled tubing may be used instead of the drill pipe.
�[0038] When the lower thruster body 142 is locked onto
the wellbore, both thruster housings 142 and 152 are
stationary and remain such until the force application
member has been fully extended. The sensors SL carried
by the lower thruster housing 142 and the sensors Su
carried by the upper thruster housing are activated to
take measurements. For ease of explanation SL repre-
sents any or all of the sensors utilized in the upper hous-
ing while Su represents any or all of the sensors utilized
in the lower housing 142. The measurements taken by
the sensors SL and Su are processed by a downhole
controller as described above. When the upper housing
152 is locked in position in the wellbore 10, the upper
housing remains stationary while the lower housing 142
moves. During this time, sensors SL take measurements.
It should be noted that the sensors SL, Su and other sen-
sors are capable of taking measurements while they are
in motion and may be activated to take measurements
continuously, except that certain sensors, such as the
sample collection- �type sensors described above need to
be operated when they are stationary. Thus, the above
described process provides substantially continuous ap-
plication of force on the drill bit, thereby providing sub-
stantially continuous drilling of the wellbore, while allow-
ing stationary measurements of the motion sensitive sen-
sors. Additional stabilizers may be used on the housings
to reduce the vibration effects caused by the drill bit mo-
tion.
�[0039] Thus, the above-�described system and method
of the present invention utilizes a drill pipe drill string,
wherein a mud motor rotates the drill bit and a thruster
system continuously or near continuously applies con-
stant force on the drill bit. Constant force applied to the
drill bit and the continuous motion of the thruster piston
significantly reduce the vibration of the drill string. The
drill pipe may be rotated during drilling by disengaging
the swivel 108 from the drilling assembly 110 for hole
cleaning, to reduce friction, and to avoid the drill pipe
becoming wedged in the wellbore.
�[0040] Figure 4 shows an alternative embodiment of

a drilling assembly 200 for continuously applying force
on the drill bit according. The drilling assembly 200 is
similar to the drilling assembly 100 of Figure 1, but in-
cludes a tractor or traction device 220 for providing con-
tinuous force on the drill bit 112. The tractor 220 has a
traction device that includes traction members 222 and
224. The traction member 222 has traction elements
222a and 222b that generate downward force while urg-
ing against the wellbore inside. Traction member 224 in-
cludes traction elements 224a and 224b which operate
in the same manner as the traction elements 222a and
222b. The traction members 222 and 224 continuously
apply force on the drill bit. The downward motion of the
tractor 220 is the same as the rate of penetration of the
drill bit 112 into the formation. The traction elements may
be rollers or an endless track that can be continuously
moved by gears or rollers.
�[0041] In some applications, the traction device 220
may not be able to apply constant force on the drill bit
112. For such applications, a thruster 230, which may be
the same type as the thruster 140 shown in Figure 1,
can be provided below the traction device 220 to exert
constant force on the drill bit 112. In such a configuration,
the traction device 220 provides pressure to collapse the
thruster 230 from its extended position to its initial position
during each cycle of operation. In this configuration, the
tractor housing 221 and the thruster housing 235 remain
stationary during the time thruster 230 is locked onto the
wellbore inside. The motion sensitive sensors carried by
such housings, generally denoted by Sm, take measure-
ments while such housings are stationary. These meas-
urements are processed in the manner described earlier.
�[0042] Figure 5 shows yet another embodiment of a
drilling assembly 400 placed in a wellbore 401. The drill-
ing assembly 400 includes a traction device 402 that con-
tinuously applies force on the drill bit 412. A slidable hous-
ing 406 that can be locked onto the wellbore inside 403
is provided above the traction device 402. The lockable
housing 406 may be a part of a thruster 410 such as
described in Figure 1. At the start of the operation, the
piston 408 of the thruster 410 is in the collapsed position.
The housing 406 is locked onto the wellbore 401 by a
stabilizer or anchor 415. Additional stabilizers or anchors,
such as stabilizer 417, may be used to reduce the effect
of drill bit vibrations. When the housing 406 is locked in
position, the traction device 402 applies force on the drill
bit until the piston 408 fully extends, as shown in Figure
4. The motion sensitive sensors Sm carried by the hous-
ing 406 take measurements during the time the housing
406 is locked on to the wellbore 401. Once the piston
408 has fully extended, the housing 406 is unlocked from
the wellbore 401 by retracting the stabilizers 415 and
417. The tubing 422 is then pushed down by a length
equal to the travel distance of the piston 408, thereby
causing the piston 408 to attain its initial collapsed posi-
tion. The above process is then repeated. A steering de-
vice 420, having independently adjustable ribs 420a, is
placed below the traction device to steer the drilling as-
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sembly along the desired wellbore path.
�[0043] Thus, in the above described exemplary em-
bodiments of the drilling assembly, a housing or drill collar
is maintained stationary relative to the wellbore while
continuously or nearly continuously applying force on the
drill bit to obtain substantially continuous drilling of the
wellbore. One or more motion sensitive MWD or other
type of sensors carried by such a housing take measure-
ment when the housing is stationary. The drilling systems
of the present invention provide near continuous drilling
and allow more accurate downhole measurements.
Thrusters can allow drilling of deeper horizontal well-
bores and stationary measurements provide more accu-
rate information about the formation, which are critical to
the recovery of hydrocarbons from subsurface forma-
tions.
�[0044] Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of a an
exemplary drilling system 600 that can utilize a drilling
assembly 690 made according to an embodiment of the
present invention. A drill string 620 that has the drilling
assembly 690 attached to a bottom end thereof is con-
veyed in a borehole 626 by a tubing 607 from a surface
location 609. The drilling system 600 includes a conven-
tional derrick 611 erected on a floor 612 which supports
a rotary table 614 that is rotated by a prime mover such
as an electric motor (not shown) at a desired rotational
speed. The drill string 620 includes a tubing (drill pipe or
coiled-�tubing) 622 extending downward from the surface
612 into the borehole 626. A drill bit 650, attached to the
drill string 620 bottom end, disintegrates the geological
formations when it is rotated to drill the borehole 626.
The drill string 620 is coupled to a drawworks 630 via a
kelly joint 621, swivel 628 and line 629 through a pulley
623. Drawworks 630 is operated to lower the drill pipe
622 and to control the hook board. A tubing injector 614a
and a reel (not shown) are used instead of the rotary
table 614 to inject the BHA into the wellbore when a
coiled-�tubing is used as the tubing 622. The operations
of the drawworks 630 and the tubing injector 614a are
known in the art and are thus not described in detail here-
in.
�[0045] During drilling, a suitable drilling fluid 631 from
a mud pit (source) 632 is circulated under pressure
through the drill string 620 by a mud pump 634. The drill-
ing fluid passes from the mud pump 634 into the drill
string 620 via a desurger 636 and the fluid line 638. The
drilling fluid 631 discharges at the borehole bottom 651
through openings in the drill bit 650. The drilling fluid 631
circulates to the surface though the annular space 627
between the drill string 620 and the borehole 626 and
returns to the mud pit 632 via a return line 635 and drill
cutting screen 685 that removes the drill cuttings 686
from the returning drilling fluid 631 b. A sensor Sf in line
38 provides information about the fluid flow rate. A sur-
face torque sensor St and a sensor Ss associated with
the drill string 620 respectively provide information about
the torque and the rotational speed of the drill string 620.
Tubing injection speed is determined from the sensor Si,

while the sensor Sl provides the hook load of the drill
string 620.
�[0046] A downhole motor 655 (mud motor) is disposed
in the drilling assembly 690 to rotate the drill bit 650. The
ROP for a given BHA largely depends on the WOB or
the trust force on the drill bit 650 and its rotational speed.
The mud motor 655 is coupled to the drill bit 650 via a
drive shaft 666 disposed in a bearing assembly 657. The
mud motor 655 rotates the drill bit 650 when the drilling
fluid 631 passes through the mud motor 655 under pres-
sure. The bearing assembly 657 supports the radial and
axial forces of the drill bit 650, the downthrust of the mud
motor 655 and the reactive upward loading from the ap-
plied weight on bit. A lower stabilizer 658 coupled to the
bearing assembly 657 acts as a centralizer for the low-
ermost portion of the drill string 620.
�[0047] A surface control unit or processor 640 receives
signals from the downhole sensors and devices via a
sensor placed in the fluid line 638 and signals from other
sensors used in the system 600 and processes such sig-
nals according to programmed instructions provided to
the surface control unit 640. The surface control unit 640
displays desired drilling parameters and other informa-
tion on a display/�monitor 642 that is utilized by an oper-
ator to control the drilling operations. The surface control
unit 640 contains a computer, memory for storing data,
recorder for recording data and other necessary periph-
erals. The surface control unit 640 also may include a
simulation model and processes data according to pro-
grammed instructions. The control unit 640 is preferably
adapted to activate alarms 644 when certain unsafe or
undesirable operating conditions occur. The surface con-
trol unit 640 communicates with the downhole controllers
described above via a two way communication link. It
can provide command signals to the downhole controller,
alterthe downhole stored programs and process data re-
ceived from the downhole controllers. The downhole con-
trollers and the surface controller 640 cooperate with
each other to optimize the drilling of the wellbore.
�[0048] The foregoing description is directed to partic-
ular embodiments of the present invention for the pur-
pose of illustration and explanation. It will be apparent,
however, to one skilled in the art that many modifications
and changes to the embodiment set forth above are pos-
sible without departing from the scope and the spirit of
the invention. It is intended that the following claims be
interpreted to embrace all such modifications and chang-
es.

Claims

1. A drilling assembly (400) for drilling a wellbore in a
subsurface formation, comprising:�

(a) a drill bit (412) at an end of said drilling as-
sembly (402);
(b) a force application device (402) capable of
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continuously applying force on the drill bit to
move the drill bit (412) in the wellbore to drill said
wellbore; and
(c) a slidable assembly (410) uphole of the force
application device (402) having a slidable drill
collar (406), said drill collar (406) having a lock-
ing device (415); characterised in that the lock-
ing device (415) engages the drill collar (406)
with the wellbore inside to maintain the drill collar
(406) stationary relative to the wellbore while the
force application device (402) travels a prede-
termined distance from an initial position in the
wellbore and thereafter disengages from the
wellbore inside and allows the drill collar (406)
to move toward the force application device
(402) by the predetermined distance.

2. The drilling assembly (400) of claim 1, wherein the
force application device (402) includes a traction de-
vice (402) that continuously moves toward the drill
bit (412) while being engaged with the wellbore wall
to continuously apply force on the drill bit (412).

3. The drilling assembly (400) of claim 2, wherein the
traction device (402) includes a plurality of continu-
ous motion rollers that engage with the wellbore in-
side (403) to provide traction force to the drilling as-
sembly (400).

4. The drilling assembly (400) of claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein
the force application device (402) is operated by one
of (i) a hydraulic power unit, (ii) an electric motor,
and (iii) an electro-�mechanical device.

5. The drilling assembly (400) of any preceding claim,
further comprising at least one sensor whose meas-
urements are sensitive to movement of the sensor
in the wellbore, said at least one sensor being carried
at least in part by the drill collar (406), said at least
one sensor taking measurements downhole during
drilling of the wellbore when the drill collar (406) por-
tion is stationary relative to the wellbore.

6. The drilling assembly (400) of claim 5, wherein the
at least one sensor is selected from a group consist-
ing of (i) a nuclear magnetic resonance sensor (ii) a
formation testing device, (iii) a direction measuring
device that includes at least one gyroscope, (iv) an
acoustic sensor, (v) a gamma ray device, and (vi) a
nuclear sensor for determining a property of the for-
mation.

7. The drilling assembly (400) of claim 5 or 6, wherein
the at least one sensor includes a nuclear magnetic
resonance sensor that comprises: �

(i) a magnet system that induces a static mag-
netic field in the formation surrounding the well-

bore;
(ii) a radio frequency antenna that generates ra-
dio frequency signals at a particular frequency
normal to a portion of the static magnetic field
in the formation; and
(iii) a processor that processes signals respon-
sive to the radio frequency signals to determine
a characteristic of the formation.

8. The drilling assembly (400) of claim 5 or 6, wherein
the at least one sensor includes a formation testing
device to provide measurements for a property of
the formation fluid.

9. The drilling assembly (400) of claim 8, wherein the
formation testing device includes at least one of:�

(i) a sample collection device that collects a sam-
ple of a fluid from the formation when the housing
carrying said sample collection device is station-
ary relative to the wellbore inside; and
(ii) a measurement device that determines a pa-
rameter of the formation fluid.

10. The drilling assembly (400) of claim 8 or 9, wherein
the property of the fluid is selected from a group con-
sisting of (i) an acoustic property, (ii) pressure, (iii)
temperature, (iv) a physical property, and (v) a chem-
ical property.

11. The drilling assembly (400) of claim 5 or 6, wherein
the at least one sensor includes an acoustic meas-
urement-�while-�drilling device that comprises at least
one acoustic transmitter that transmits acoustic sig-
nals into the formation and at least one acoustic
transmitter spaced apart from the acoustic detector
that detects acoustic signals reflected back from re-
flection points in the formation, and a signal process-
ing unit that processes the detected signals for de-
termining a parameter of interest.

12. The drilling assembly (400) of any preceding claim
further comprising a steering device (420) downhole
of the force application device, said steering device
(420)� selectively applying force to the wellbore inside
(403) to steer the drill bit (412) in a particular direc-
tion.

13. The drilling assembly (400) of claim 12, wherein the
steering device (420) comprises a plurality of inde-
pendently controlled ribs (420a), each said rib (420a)
capable of extending outward from the drilling as-
sembly (400) to apply a different amount of force on
the wellbore inside (403).

14. The drilling assembly (400) of claim 13, wherein the
steering device (420) includes a control unit that con-
trols the force applied by each said rib (420a) on the
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wellbore inside to maintain the drilling of the wellbore
along a predetermined wellbore path.

15. The drilling assembly (400) according to any preced-
ing claim further comprising at least one additional
sensor that provides measurements relating to the
determination of the direction of said drilling assem-
bly (400) relative to a known position.

16. The drilling assembly (400) according to claim 15,
wherein the at least one additional sensor includes
at least one of (i) an inclinometer, (ii) a gamma ray
device, (iii) a magnetometer, (iv) an accelerometer,
and (v) gyroscopic device.

17. The drilling assembly (400) of any preceding claim
wherein the drill collar portion (406) slides over a
piston (408) disposed inside the drilling collar por-
tion.

18. The drilling assembly (400) of any preceding claim
further comprising a coupling device that enables a
drill pipe connected to the drilling assembly to en-
gage with and disengage from a rotating member.

Patentansprüche

1. Bohranordnung (400) zum Bohren eines Bohrlochs
in einer unterirdischen Formation mit

(a) einem Bohrkopf�(412) an einem Ende der
Bohranordnung (402),
(b) einer Kraftaufbringungsvorrichtung (402),
die kontinuierlich eine Kraft auf den Bohrkopf
aufbringen kann, um den Bohrkopf (412) in dem
Bohrloch zum Bohren des Bohrlochs zu bewe-
gen, und
(c) einer verschiebbaren Anordnung (410) loch-
aufwärts der Kraftaufbringungsvorrichtung
(402), die eine verschiebbare Schwerstange
(406) aufweist, wobei die Schwerstange (406)
eine Verriegelungsvorrichtung (415) aufweist,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Verriegelungs-
einrichtung (415) die Schwerstange (406) mit der
Bohrlochinnenseite in Eingriff bringt, um die
Schwerstange (406) stationär bezüglich des Bohr-
lochs zu halten, während die Kraftaufbringungsvor-
richtung (402) sich einen vorherbestimmten Weg
aus einer Anfangsposition in dem Bohrloch bewegt,
und danach außer Eingriff mit der Bohrlochinnensei-
te kommt und eine Bewegung der Schwerstange
(406) in Richtung der Kraftaufbringungsvorrichtung
(402) um den vorherbestimmten Weg ermöglicht.

2. Bohranordnung (400) nach Anspruch 1, bei der die
Kraftaufbringungsvorrichtung (402) eine Zugvorrich-

tung (402) aufweist, die sich fortlaufend in Richtung
des Bohrkopfes (412) bewegt, während sie mit der
Bohrlochwand in Eingriff steht, um fortlaufend eine
Kraft auf den Bohrkopf (412) aufzubringen.

3. Bohranordnung (400) nach Anspruch 2, bei der die
Zugvorrichtung (402) eine Vielzahl von Walzen mit
fortlaufender Bewegung aufweist, die mit der Bohr-
lochinnenseite (403) in Eingriff stehen, um eine Zug-
kraft auf die Bohranordnung (400) zu schaffen.

4. Bohranordnung (400) nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3,
bei der die Kraftaufbringungsvorrichtung (402) durch
eines von (i) einer Hydrokrafteinheit, (ii) eines Elek-
tromotors und (iii) einer elektromechanischen Vor-
richtung betrieben wird.

5. Bohranordnung (400) nach einem vorhergehenden
Anspruch, die außerdem wenigstens einen Sensor
umfasst, dessen Messungen auf eine Bewegung
des Sensors in dem Bohrloch empfindlich sind, wo-
bei der wenigstens eine Sensor wenigstens teilweise
durch die Schwerstange (406) getragen wird, wobei
wenigstens ein Sensor lochabwärts Messungen
während des Bohrens des Bohrlochs nimmt, wenn
der Abschnitt der Schwerstange (406) bezüglich des
Bohrlochs stationär ist.

6. Bohranordnung (400) nach Anspruch 5, bei der der
wenigstens eine Sensor aus einer Gruppe gewählt
ist, die aus (i) einem nuklearen Magnetresonanzsen-
sor, (ii) einer Formationstestvorrichtung, (iii) einer
Richtungsmessvorrichtung, die wenigstens ein Gy-
roskop aufweist, (iv) einem akustischen Sensor, (v)
einer Gammastrahlenvorrichtung und (vi) einem nu-
klearen Sensor zur Bestimmung einer Eigenschaft
der Formation besteht.

7. Bohranordnung (400) nach Anspruch 5 oder 6, bei
der der wenigstens eine Sensor einen nuklearen Ma-
gnetresonanzsensor aufweist, der umfasst: �

(i) ein Magnetsystem, das ein statisches Ma-
gnetfeld in der Formation erzeugt, die das Bohr-
loch umgibt,
(ii) einer Hochfrequenzantenne, die Hochfre-
quenzsignale mit einer bestimmten Frequenz
erzeugt, die zu einem Abschnitt des statischen
Magnetfelds in der Formation normal ist, und
(iii) einen Prozessor, der ansprechend auf die
Hochfrequenzsignale Signale verarbeitet, um
eine Eigenschaft der Formation zu bestimmen.

8. Bohranordnung (400) nach Anspruch 5 oder 6, bei
der der wenigstens eine Sensor eine Formations-
testvorrichtung aufweist, um Messungen für eine Ei-
genschaft des Formationsfluids durchzuführen.
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9. Bohranordnung (400) nach Anspruch 8, bei der die
Formationstestvorrichtung wenigstens eine aufweist
von:�

(i) einer Probensammelvorrichtung, die eine
Probe eines Fluids aus der Formation sammelt,
wenn das Gehäuse, das die Probensammelvor-
richtung trägt, bezüglich der Bohrlochinnenseite
stationär ist, und
(ii) einer Messvorrichtung, die einen Parameter
des Formationsfluids bestimmt.

10. Bohranordnung (400) nach Anspruch 8 oder 9, bei
der die Eigenschaft des Fluids aus einer Gruppe aus-
gewählt ist, die aus (i) einer akustischen Eigenschaft,
(ii) Druck, (iii) Temperatur, (iv) einer physikalischen
Eigenschaft und (v) einer chemischen Eigenschaft
besteht.

11. Bohranordnung (400) nach Anspruch 5 oder 6, bei
der der wenigstens eine Sensor eine Vorrichtung für
eine akustische Messung während des Bohrens auf-
weist, die wenigstens einen akustischen Sender, der
akustische Signale in die Formation sendet, und we-
nigstens einen im Abstand von der akustischen Er-
fassungseinrichtung angeordneten akustischen
Sender umfasst, der akustische Signale erfasst, die
von den Reflexionspunkten in der Formation reflek-
tiert werden, und eine Signalverarbeitungseinheit
aufweist, die die erfassten Signale zur Bestimmung
eines Parameters von Interesse verarbeitet.

12. Bohranordnung (400) nach einem vorhergehenden
Anspruch, die außerdem eine Lenkvorrichtung (420)
lochabwärts der Kraftaufbringungsvorrichtung um-
fasst, wobei die Lenkvorrichtung (420) wahlweise
Kraft auf die Bohrlochinnenseite (403) aufbringt, um
den Bohrkopf (412) in einer bestimmten Richtung zu
lenken.

13. Bohranordnung (400) nach Anspruch 12, bei der die
Lenkvorrichtung (420) eine Vielzahl von unabhängig
gesteuerten Rippen (420a) umfasst, wobei jede Rip-
pe (420a) sich von der Bohranordnung (400) nach
außen erstrecken kann, um eine unterschiedliche
Menge an Kraft auf die Bohrlochinnenseite (403)
auszuüben.

14. Bohranordnung (400) nach Anspruch 13, bei der die
Lenkvorrichtung (420) eine Steuereinheit aufweist,
die die durch jede Rippe (420a) die auf die Bohrlo-
chinnenseite aufgebrachte Kraft steuert, um das
Bohren des Bohrlochs entlang eines vorherbe-
stimmten Bohrlochweges aufrechtzuerhalten.

15. Bohranordnung (400) nach einem vorhergehenden
Anspruch, die außerdem wenigstens einen zusätz-
lichen Sensor umfasst, der Messungen bezüglich

der Bestimmung der Richtung der Bohranordnung
(400) relativ zu einer bekannten Position durchführt.

16. Bohranordnung (400) nach Anspruch 15, bei der der
wenigstens eine zusätzliche Sensor wenigstens ei-
nes aufweist von (i) einem Neigungsmesser, (ii) ei-
ner Gammastrahlenvorrichtung, (iii) einem Magne-
tometer, (iv) einem Beschleunigungsmesser und (v)
einer gyroskopischen Vorrichtung.

17. Bohranordnung (400) nach einem vorhergehenden
Anspruch, bei der der Schwerstangenabschnitt
(406) über einen Kolben (408) gleitet, der innerhalb
des Schwerstangenabschnitts angeordnet ist.

18. Bohranordnung (400) nach einem vorhergehenden
Anspruch, die außerdem eine Kupplungsvorrichtung
umfasst, die eine Verbindung eines Bohrgestänges
mit der Bohranordnung ermöglicht, um mit einem
Drehelement in und außer Eingriff zu kommen.

Revendications

1. Ensemble de forage (400) destiné à forer un puits
dans une formation du sous-�sol, comprenant : �

(a) un outil de forage (412) à l’extrémité dudit
ensemble de forage (402) ;
(b) un dispositif d’application de force (402) en
mesure d’appliquer de manière continue une
force sur l’outil de forage afin de déplacer l’outil
de forage (412) dans le puits afin de forer ledit
puits ; et
(c) un ensemble coulissant (410) placé au- �des-
sus du dispositif d’application de force (402) et
possédant une masse-�tige coulissante (406), la-
dite masse-�tige (406) possédant un dispositif dé
verrouillage (415) ;

caractérisé en ce que  le dispositif de verrouillage
(415) réalise un engagement entre la masse-�tige
(406) et la paroi intérieure du puits afin de maintenir
la masse-�tige (406) en position stationnaire par rap-
port au puits tandis que le dispositif d’application de
force (402) parcourt une distance prédéterminée à
partir d’une position initiale dans le puits, puis se
dégage de la paroi intérieure du puits et permet à la
masse-�tige (406) de se déplacer en direction du dis-
positif d’application de force (402) de la distance pré-
déterminée.

2. Ensemble de forage (400) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel le dispositif d’application de force (402)
comprend un dispositif de traction (402) qui se dé-
place de manière continue en direction de l’outil de
forage (412) alors qu’il est en engagement avec la
paroi du puits, afin d’appliquer de manière continue
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une force sur l’outil de forage (412).

3. Ensemble de forage (400) selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel le dispositif de traction (402) comprend
une pluralité de galets à mouvement continu qui sont
en engagement avec la paroi intérieure du puits
(403) afin de fournir une force de traction à l’ensem-
ble de forage (400).

4. Ensemble de forage (400) selon la revendication 1,
2 ou 3, dans lequel le dispositif d’application de force
(402) est actionné par (i) une unité hydraulique, (ii)
un moteur électrique ou (iii) un dispositif électromé-
canique.

5. Ensemble de forage (400) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications précédentes, comprenant en
outre au moins un capteur dont les mesures sont
sensibles au mouvement du capteur dans le puits,
ledit au moins un capteur étant porté au moins en
partie par ladite masse-�tige (406), ledit au moins un
capteur prenant des mesures au fond pendant le fo-
rage du puits, lorsque la partie de la masse-�tige (406)
est stationnaire par rapport au puits.

6. Ensemble de forage (400) selon la revendication 5,
dans lequel ledit au moins un capteur est sélectionné
dans un groupe constitué des capteurs suivants : (i)
capteur à résonance magnétique nucléaire, (ii) dis-
positif d’essai des formations, (iii) dispositif de me-
sure de la direction comprenant au moins un gyros-
cope, (iv) capteur acoustique, (v) dispositif à rayons
gamma et (vi) capteur nucléaire destiné à déterminer
une propriété de la formation.

7. Ensemble de forage (400) selon la revendication 5
ou 6, dans lequel ledit au moins un capteur inclut un
capteur à résonance magnétique nucléaire qui
comprend : �

(i) un système magnétique qui induit un champ
magnétique statique dans la formation entou-
rant le puits ;
(ii) une antenne pour radiofréquences qui pro-
duit des signaux de radiofréquences à une fré-
quence particulière, orientés normalement par
rapport à une portion du champ magnétique sta-
tique dans la formation ; et
(iii) un processeur qui traite des signaux répon-
dant aux signaux de radiofréquences afin de dé-
terminer une caractéristique de la formation.

8. Ensemble de forage (400) selon la revendication 5
ou 6, dans lequel ledit au moins un capteur comprend
un dispositif d’essai des formations afin de fournir
des mesures d’une propriété du fluide de la forma-
tion.

9. Ensemble de forage (400) selon la revendication 8,
dans lequel le dispositif d’essai des formations com-
prend au moins l’un des dispositifs suivants :�

(i) dispositif de collecte d’échantillon qui collecte
un échantillon d’un fluide issu de la formation
lorsque le carter portant ledit dispositif de col-
lecte d’échantillon est stationnaire par rapport à
la paroi intérieure du puits ; et
(ii) un dispositif de mesure qui détermine un pa-
ramètre du fluide de la formation.

10. Ensemble de forage (400) selon la revendication 8
ou 9, dans lequel la propriété du fluide est sélection-
née dans un groupe comprenant (i) une propriété
acoustique, (ii) la pression, (iii) la température, (iv)
une propriété physique et (v) une propriété chimique.

11. Ensemble de forage (400) selon la revendication 5
ou 6, dans lequel ledit au moins un capteur inclut un
dispositif de mesure acoustique pendant le forage,
qui comprend au moins un émetteur acoustique qui
émet des signaux acoustiques dans la formation et
au moins un émetteur acoustique distant du détec-
teur acoustique qui détecte des signaux acoustiques
réfléchis par des points de réflexion dans la forma-
tion, et une unité de traitement du signal qui traite
les signaux détectés afin de déterminer un paramè-
tre intéressant.

12. Ensemble de forage (400) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications précédentes, comprenant en
outre un dispositif d’orientation (420) au-�dessous du
dispositif d’application de force, ledit dispositif
d’orientation (420) appliquant sélectivement une for-
ce à la paroi intérieure du puits (403) afin de diriger
l’outil de forage (412) dans une direction particulière.

13. Ensemble de forage (400) selon la revendication 12,
dans lequel le dispositif d’orientation (420) com-
prend une pluralité d’ailettes (420a) commandées
indépendamment, chacune desdites ailettes (420a)
étant en mesure de s’étendre vers l’extérieur par rap-
port à l’ensemble de forage (400),� afin d’appliquer
une force d’amplitude différente sur la paroi intérieu-
re du puits (403).

14. Ensemble de forage (400) selon la revendication 13,
dans lequel le dispositif d’orientation (420) com-
prend une unité de commande qui commande la for-
ce appliquée par chacune desdites ailettes (420a)
sur la paroi intérieure du puits afin de maintenir le
forage du puits sur un trajet de puits prédéterminé.

15. Ensemble de forage (400) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications précédentes, comprenant en
outre au moins un capteur supplémentaire qui fournit
des mesures liées à la détermination de la direction
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dudit ensemble de forage (400) par rapport à une
position connue.

16. Ensemble de forage (400) selon la revendication 15,
dans lequel ledit au moins un capteur supplémen-
taire comprend au moins un dispositif parmi les
suivants : (i) inclinomètre, (ii) dispositif à rayons
gamma, (iii) magnétomètre, (iv) accéléromètre et (v)
dispositif gyroscopique.

17. Ensemble de forage (400) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la par-
tie de la masse-�tige (406) coulisse sur un piston (408)
disposé à l’intérieur de la partie de la masse- �tige.

18. Ensemble de forage (400) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications précédentes, comprenant en
outre un dispositif d’accouplement qui permet à un
tube de forage connecté à l’ensemble de forage
d’être engagé et dégagé par rapport à un élément
rotatif.
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